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to give them an average territory measuring about nine miles
by five. Some must have been much smaller ; by far the
largest was Kyme, the birthplace of Hesiod's father, a really
important city of which we shall hear more.
In Ionia many of the states were larger ; and largest of
all was the territory of Kolophon, which may be ranked with
Kyme as one of the most important cities of eighth-century
Greece. Its broad lands on the little river Ales pastured
the horses and enriched the riders of a cavalry so terrible
that it is said that the mere threat of its intervention had
often sufficed to put an end to the most stubborn and
protracted wars.1 Tov KoAo^oiv' eVe'&pce said someone;
it looks like a hexameter tag, perhaps in that mock-heroic
vein of which there are already traces in the Odyssey ; and
to " pile on Kolophon ", the makeweight that for long years
turned every scale, became current Ionian slang meaning
" put the lid on ". We have seen how a discontented over-
flow of its population seized and held Smyrna, its neighbour
to northward across the peninsula that runs out towards
Erythrai; and after this episode virtually Kolophonian
territory stretched from sea to sea. The city itself lay some
few miles inland, but had its port at Notion, near the oracular
shrine of Klaros—notlov Tel-xos, " South Fort," must have
been its full name—to act as outlet to the sea for the surplus
products and energy of this powerful state. When the great
colonizing movement began in the early seventh century,
the swarms from Kolophon went out alike to north, north-
east and west2; and if, as at Athens, the seafaring inhabitants
of the port did not always see eye to eye with the landed
gentry up at " the City ",3 still there can be little doubt
1	Str, p. 643 (xiv, c. 28, an important paragraph),
2	Pliny, v, 1*3 (Myrleia in the Propontis);   Aristotle and Timaios, ap.
Ath, xii, 523 (Siris in Italy);   Thk, v, 2 (Chalkidike) and for K, sea-power,
Strabo, I.e.   As we thus have separate references to K. colonies on the Pro-
pontis and in Italy, the emendation in a well-known text of Thueydides of
KohotjicavLtav Ai/xeVa to kw^^v At/x&a (from Strabo, fr. 32) is a good example of
the ait of altering a perfectly good reading on a priori grounds.   Nor can I
subscribe to Dr. Beloch's note (I, ii, 238-245) on Siris, where it is argued
inter alia that K.'s sea-power must be mythical because K. was a few miles
inland.   So was Athens.	8 Ar» Politics, 18036.

